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More possibilities exist than can fit into our
expectations.
Ð Bilwet/Adilkno1
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The future may be unwritten, as Joe Strummer
maintained, but at times it can seem eerily
predetermined. On September 30, 2016, I sent
around a draft for the editorial of the October
issue of e-flux journal, which was to be titled
ÒPerfect Storm.Ó The opening sentence read: ÒOn
November 8, 2016, Donald J. Trump will win the
American presidential election.Ó This phrase met
with opposition and was ultimately axed: his
campaign was going disastrously, Hillary was
clearly going to win, and so on. My line may well
be a case of a broken clock being right twice a
day, and in hindsight it is all too easy to fault
American liberals and progressives for their
bubble-bound optimism and ignorance of what
was brewing in Òflyover country.Ó If anything, the
lack of negative feedback in liberal echo
chambers is an effect of a more fundamental
phenomenon: a divergence in emergence.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the 1970s, the Marxist theorist Raymond
Williams warned against treating Òfeudal
cultureÓ or Òbourgeois cultureÓ as monolithic
blocs by focusing exclusively on their dominant
features. He distinguished between residual,
dominant, and emergent social/cultural forms.
Vehemently opposed to a simplistic
ÒsuperstructuralÓ definition of culture, Williams
discussed social and cultural forms as
profoundly imbricated:
The residual, by definition, has been
effectively formed in the past, but it is still
active in the cultural process, not only and
often not at all as an element of the past,
but as an effective element of the present.
Thus certain experiences, meanings, and
values which cannot be expressed or
substantially verified in terms of the
dominant culture, are nevertheless lived
and practised on the basis of the residue Ð
cultural as well as social Ð of some
previous social and cultural institution or
formation.
Beyond the residual and the dominant, Ònew
meanings and values, new practices, new
relationships and kinds of relationship are
continually being created.Ó2 As a Marxist,
WilliamsÕs key historical examples of emergence
were the new cultural forms generated by the
rise of first the bourgeoisie and then the working
class, but more broadly he notes that in any
given society, Òthere is always other social being
and consciousness which is neglected and
excluded: alternative perceptions of others, in
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Jeanne van Heeswijk, Training XXII: Kitchen Atlases, Bakudapan Food Study Group, Trainings for the Not-Yet, 2019. BAK, basis voor actuele kunst, Utrecht.
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is never only a matter of immediate
practice; indeed, it depends crucially on
finding new forms or adaptations of form.
Again and again what we have to observe is
in effect a preemergence, active and
pressing but not yet fully articulated, rather
than the evident emergence which could be
more confidently named.3
Historical thought needs to be attuned to such
preemergence, as much as this risks lapsing into
wishful thinking and projection (to which the
annals of operaist and autonomist theory attest).
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the 2016 US primaries, the Sanders
movement was an emergent political force that
challenged the American two-party system with
an alternative from the left from within the
system. However, in spite of its grassroots
approach the movement remained disconnected
from that other merging force, Black Lives
Matter, and was ultimately folded back into the
Democratic Party as its loyal opposition Ð in
2016, and then again more swiftly in 2020. While
Trumpian fascism took over the Republican Party
in its entirety, symptomatically symbolized by
the turning of Lindsey Graham, Sanders found
himself condemned to embrace Biden, a
candidate who once again trots out the promise
of growth. Here Trump, the fascist liar, is the
more honest politician than the neoliberal
manager Biden Ð and it is to be feared that the
Democrats will pay a heavy price for relying on an
unraveling narrative. Today, to promise growth (in
the US, in Europe) is to proffer a lie and to spread
disaster. The promise of permanent growth and
Òyour children being better off than youÓ only
worked under the specific conditions of the
postwar Cold War, when it was squarely aimed at
an expanding white middle class in Western
states under the Pax Americana, and when the
fear of communism made for a strong public
sector.4 To the satisfaction of at least the WestÕs
own hegemonic media, this narrative glossed
over the fundamental and violent inequities of
the Òdifferential inclusionÓ of minorities and the
populations of the global south into this Òfree
marketÓ utopia.5
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊGrowth in the West may have faltered, to be
replaced by wealth redistribution from bottom
and middle to the top, but on the global scale
there has indeed been growth Ð with disastrous
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immediate relationships; new perceptions and
practices of the material world.Ó Some such
perceptions have been bursting to the surface in
recent years, which in turn has strengthened a
reactionary backlash and a reemergence of
fascist tropes and forms. Perhaps the crucial
stages precede such public manifestations.
Williams argues that emergent culture

ecological consequences. There has never been
an energy transition, only energy additions, and
there is no incentive for a true transition under
the conditions of actually existing capitalism.6
Alexandria Ocasio-CortezÕs Green New Deal is a
more radical proposition, focusing on climate
justice even if it is still entangled with liberal
dreams of Ògreen growth.Ó At the very least, AOC
and Sanders stand for a break with the neoliberal
version of capitalism, but their emancipatory and
egalitarian redistributionism is a hard sell
against a more crass product: the white
supremacist/fascist version of redistributionism,
which promises to repel and expel migrants and
strip minorities of hard-won rights while
sabotaging global warming and dismantling
environment protections, while exacerbating the
neoliberal trickle-up toward the 0.1 percent in
the process. That this objectively hurts quite a
few of the rightÕs voters goes to prove the pull of
this narrative.

Tony Cokes,ÊEvil.27: Selma, 2011. Installation view, Atlanta
Contemporary, Atlanta, 2019. Courtesy the artist, Greene Naftali, New
York, Hannah Hoffman, Los Angeles, and Electronic Arts Intermix, New
York.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe present condition is thus marked by
divergent and clashing (though occasionally
reconverging) forms of emergence on the left and
right, with the promises made on the right clearly
being the simplest and enticing: too good to be
true, better than the nightmare of reality. Against
a demagogue who is an expert at racializing
popular discontent, the DNC has insisted on
nominating establishment figures Ð a strategy
that ended in disaster in 2016, and in a far from
resounding rejection of Trumpism in 2020. As
Naomi Klein put it, responding to Democratic
establishment claims that progressive activism
and Black Lives Matter had scared voters away:
Biden was a risky candidate for the same
reasons Hillary Clinton was a risky
candidate. He was risky because of his
swampy record, because he had so little to

Potential Possibilities
Having spent a decade or so in the musical
wilderness, David Byrne settled into a latecareer pattern with the 2008 Brian Eno
collaboration Everything that Happens Will
Happen Today. It was the beginning of a winning
formula: working with strong collaborators to
produce rather decent albums with a few
standout tracks, and touring them with
elaborately choreographed stage shows. There is
a clear continuity as well as progression from the
2008Ð9 Songs of David Byrne and Brian Eno tour
to the 2012Ð13 Love This Giant tour with St.
Vincent, and then to the tour that followed
ByrneÕs 2018 album American Utopia, which
yielded a Spike Lee concert movie in October
2020.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWith its completely mobile band performing
tight choreography on a stage delineated by
metal chain curtains, the latest tour is a
culmination of ByrneÕs theatrical work over the
last twelve years (though the reviewers of LeeÕs
film inevitably name-checked the 1984 Talking
Heads concert film Stop Making Sense). The
extraordinary resonance of David ByrneÕs
American Utopia can be attributed at least in
part to the narrative Byrne introduced to string
the songs together. Whereas the 2010 Songs of
David Byrne and Brian Eno tour documentary
Ride, Rise, Roar focused on behind-the-scenes
rehearsals and the work of the choreographers,
American Utopia starts with Byrne holding a
model of a human brain in his hand, musing on
the fact that the number of neural connections
decreases rapidly as people grow up, while social
connections emerge in their place. In a number
of affecting monologues interspersed between
the songs, the self-professed autist Byrne muses
on what it takes to become human, and to
become a better human in a society marked by
systemic racism. In the introduction to the
closing song Ð a rousing a cappella rendition of
ÒOne Fine DayÓ followed by the encore of ÒRoad
to NowhereÓ Ð Byrne quotes James Baldwin to
the effect that it is possible to turn America into
Òsomething that has not been done before,Ó and
asserts his belief that ÒthereÕs still possibility,
weÕre work in progress.Ó In the albumÕs press
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The DNC has won this Pyrrhic gamble, but after
five years in which the rise of neofascism
seemed unstoppable, the question remains:
what is (still) possible? Has modern history Ð
that extractivist Western project Ð exhausted all
potentiality?
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offer so many people in such deep crisis. It
seems he has secured an electoral victory
by the skin of his teeth but it was a high risk
gamble from the start.7

release, he had already spoken of a Òlonging for
possibility.Ó8
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn 1798, Friedrich Schlegel famously
characterized the historian as Òa prophet turned
backwards,Ó yet the historical culture that
emerged around 1800 has always had a forwardlooking side.9 The modern study of history has
always wavered between positivism and what
one could call potentialism. Whereas the
academic discipline of history emerged to
reconstruct Òwie es eigentlich gewesenÓ (Òwhat
actually happenedÓ), in Leopold von RankeÕs
words, certain philosophers and political
radicals sought to side with potential history Ð
with history as becoming, and as repository of
un-actualized possibility and potentiality.10
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the twenty-first century, one can of
course hardly theorize ÒpotentialityÓ without
evoking Giorgio Agamben and his political
ontology of potentiality. At its core is a rereading
of AristotleÕs pair of dunamis and energeia, or
potentiality and actuality. Aristotle had attacked
the problem of substance variously by
distinguishing between substance and
accidents, and between form and matter; in the
latter register (that of hylomorphism), form plays
the part of substance. Dunamis and energeia, in
turn, can be understood as AristotleÕs
temporalization of substance, as a processual
interpretation of substance as contingent upon
realization; building materials are a potential
building, but the form must be brought out in the
process of construction.11 In the nineteenth
century, Schelling latched onto this
temporalization of ontology in his attempts to
counter Hegelianism by ontologizing HegelÕs
dialectics. ÒLate SchellingÓ critiqued Hegelian
dialectics for remaining merely logical; insofar as
there was any congruence between this
philosophy and reality, this was merely
accidental. Strictly speaking Ð so Schelling avers
Ð being was unnecessary for Hegel. All that
mattered was thought.12 By contrast, Schelling
obsessively attacked the problem of being, that
which precedes any philosophy.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhen he was appointed as HegelÕs
successor in Berlin in 1841, SchellingÕs muchanticipated lectures turned into a notorious PR
disaster, becoming the moment many Left
Hegelians Ð Engels perhaps most harshly Ð
turned against him. However, up to that point
there had been a careful rapprochement
between Schelling and Left Hegelians such as
Ruge and Cieszkowski, and a sense of shared
philosophical interests and Òobjective
convergencesÓ irrespective of ideological
differences.13 Schelling and the Young Hegelians
both sought an Aufhebung of Hegelianism, from
the right and from the left, and both wanted to
Òput Hegel on his feetÓ by foregrounding the
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au§erlogische Wirklichkeit, the wirkliche Welt,
the Tat and Praxis. In his 1838 Prolegomena zur
Historiosophie, Cieszkowski had sought to create
a post-Hegelian philosophy of praxis, of the act,
whose echoes can be traced from Marx to
Debord.14 Schelling, meanwhile, was interested
not so much in the revolutionary transformation
of contemporary reality as he was intent on
providing a philosophy of being Ð of being as an
ongoing process of transformation that has its
unpromising start in a state that he terms the
unvordenkliches Sein.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊHow does such an ÒunprethinkableÓ and
undifferentiated being become becoming? When
the possibility of being an Other, of being
otherwise, reveals itself within this immemorial
being, it raises itself to the status of potentia
potentiae Ð a potential potency that does not yet
pass into actuality.15 When this finally happens,
we are dealing with the first proper potency in
SchellingÕs triad: das Seinkšnnende, a being (B)
that differentiates itself from the inchoate Ursein
(A). The second potentiality, the SeinmŸssende,
infuses direction and purpose into the potentially
equally random and boundless creation that is B.
The third potency, the Seinsollende, or
selbstbewusstes Kšnnen, is a potentiality to be
that never spends itself fully in being, that

always maintains an essential freedom in and
from being. This is Spirit: a re-potentialization of
being, a reopening of creation. In a Christian
register, these three potencies become the
personalities of the Trinity: the Father who
creates the world by positing a being distinct
from Himself, by self-othering (ÒGott ist das
AndereÓ); the Son who reinjects divine Logos into
a fallen world; and Spirit as free subjectivity in a
transformed (transfigured) creation.16 This, to be
sure, is a crude CliffsNotes version of the
ramshackle system that Schelling develops
through a maddening series of iterations and
variations.17
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThough beset by construction problems and
neo-Catholic scholastics, SchellingÕs
potentialism (as developed in the Philosophy of
Revelation and Philosophy of Mythology) is
nonetheless a crucial moment in modern
philosophy. As the Òmissed encounterÓ between
Schelling and the Left Hegelians suggests, this is
a compromised and contorted philosophy of
history Ð a partial historicization of Aristotle that
remains trapped in Christian salvation history.
Nonetheless, it can be of value precisely in its
hesitations and its reluctance to side with a
productivism of potentiality, in which any
potency only exists in order to pass into actuality.

Henrike Naumann,ÊDas Reich,Ê2017. Detail of the installation at Belvedere 21, Vienna, 2019-20.ÊPhoto: Johannes Stoll. Courtesy Henrike
Naumann and KOW Berlin.
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Taking cues both from the Classical philosopher
and from the German idealist, and noting that
SchellingÕs attempt to think an immemorial being
Òthat presupposes no potentialityÓ is a rare
attempt Òto conceive of being beyond the
principle of sovereignty,Ó Agamben emphasizes
Òthe potentiality to not-be,Ó which Òcan never
consist of a simple transition de potential ad
actum. It is, in other words, a potentiality that
has as its object potentiality itself, a potentia
potentiae.Ó18 While Georges Didi-Huberman has
rightly taken issue with the chiliastic streak in
AgambenÕs writings, identifying it with his
ÒDebordianÓ side, Agamben diverges from
DebordÕs neo-Cieskowskian actionism by
focusing on preferring not to, on destituting
power.19
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFor Schelling, potentiality is power over
possibility: sovereignty in the strongest possible
sense. Potentiality comes into being, manifests
itself in being, when the possibility to be other is
revealed.20 As one of SchellingÕs listeners in
Berlin noted on January 17, 1842, ÒThe substance
of this process is the creation of a world in which
all possibilities are actualities. The real God is
the Creator.Ó21 This listener was Kierkegaard,
who in his own work on possibility focused not on
God the Creator, but on his creature, Adam, and
on all individuals since who have lived in sin,
reenacting original sin. The protestant
Kierkegaard is no less a Christian thinker than
the Catholic Schelling, and he repeatedly
references the latter (as well as Aristotle on
dunamis/energeia). However, his focus is on
psychology and ethics Ð on the human individual
in a fallen world facing the uncertainty of
conflicting or precarious possibilities. ÒMy soul
has lost possibility. If I were to wish for
something, I would wish not for wealth or power
but for the passion of possibility, for the eye,
eternally young, eternally ardent, that sees
possibility everywhere. Pleasure disappoints;
possibility does not.Ó22 Among the pathologies of
possibility are anxiety, in which possibilities
become a disquieting threat, and boredom,
where they are elusive dreams in a humdrum
world.23
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe passion for the possible returns in an
anguished form in ByrneÕs pronouncements.
After decades of There Is No Alternative ideology,
we see a pathos of the possible that aims to
quell fears about empty possibilities without
potentiality. But what are the potential
possibilities Ð as opposed to largely hypothetical
ones? In Peter OsborneÕs characterization, the
space of art is project space, and hence the
space of the projection of possibilities and the
presentation of Òpractices of anticipation.Ó24 And
indeed, much contemporary aesthetic practice is
possibilist Ð from speculo-accelerationist Òwe

were promised jetpacksÓ retro-Prometheanisms
to various forms of social and political practice
seeking to foster and form alternative forms of
assembly and cooperation.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊArtists organizing training camps, such as
Jonas Staal with Training for the Future and
Jeanne van Heeswijk with Trainings for the NotYet, sound out and strengthen possibilities for
alternate social forms.25 In the words of the
Alabama collective Our Literal Speed Ð reused by
Tony Cokes Ð ˆ propos of Rosa Parks and the
Selma Bus Boycott, such projects seek to
Ò[concretize] possibility in the here and now,Ó
and to establish Òrudiments for a vernacular of
possibility.Ó26 Which possibilities are Ð or can be
Ð invested with potentiality? How to foster the
Òcare of the possible,Ó in Isabelle StengersÕs
words?27 Such are the central questions of
possibilist politics and aesthetics, but in the
marketplace of possibilist projects it can be hard
to see the forest for the trees.
Emergence and Predictive Management
KierkegaardÕs philosophy of possibility, and of
anxiety as stemming from the Òinfinity of
possibility,Ó has recently been marshalled by
Patricia de Vries to analyze Òalgorithmic anxiety,Ó
as manifested for instance in the fear of being
replaced by machines, or in the ÒBlack Box
anxietyÓ triggered by the alleged unknowability
of algorithms. Analyzing a number of speculative
media art projects, De Vries argues that Òit is
neither the algorithms nor the infrastructures
that cause anxiety, but the experience of a lack
of possibility,Ó an Òalgorithmic determinism.Ó28
While such determinism may be characteristic
for certain narratives (we will all be replaced by
robots), it seems that the more productive level
of inquiry concerns the role played by the very
concepts of possibility and probability in
algorithmic culture.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊRaymond Williams developed his account of
dominant, residual, and emergent social forms in
the late 1970s and early 1980s Ð at the dawn of
the neoliberal era, when a different conception
of emergence would come to dominate. By 1988,
Ronald Reagan was in Moscow, heralding the
new age being born in Silicon Valley:
Like a chrysalis, weÕre emerging from the
economy of the Industrial Revolution Ð an
economy confined to and limited by the
EarthÕs physical resources Ð into, as one
economist titled his book, ÒThe Economy in
Mind,Ó in which there are no bounds on
human imagination and the freedom to
create is the most precious natural
resource.29
Of course, the prerequisite for this conception of

Wheeler saw Òemergent propertiesÓ within
the superorganism superseding the
resident properties of the collective ants.
Wheeler said the superorganism of the hive
ÒemergesÓ from the mass of ordinary insect
organisms. And he meant emergence as
science Ð a technical, rational explanation
Ð not mysticism or alchemy.32
The concept of emergence is part of modern
genealogies of vitalism and organicism. In her
early book Crystals, Fabrics, and Fields (1976),
Donna Haraway distinguishes between the two
by noting that vitalists Òassert some nonphysical
entity Ð either a nonquantifiable vital force like
DrieschÕs entelechy or some basic difference
between Ôvital substanceÕ and ordinary matter,Ó
whereas organicists Òinsist that wholeness,
directedness, and regulation can be explained
fully without such notions.Ó33 Form comes to the
fore precisely because as an emergent property,
as a whole that is greater than the sum of its
parts, life is form:
From an organismic perspective, the
central and unavoidable focus of biology is
form. Every other consideration of the
biological sciences leads up to the task of
at last stating the laws of organic form.
Form is more than shape, more than static
position of components in a whole. For
biology the problem of form implies a study
of genesis.34
As Andreas Malm has argued, acknowledging the
03.15.21 / 15:10:19 EDT
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a postindustrial economy, and for the
widespread belief that new technologies would
be inherently liberating, was Òthe free market,Ó
taken as the natural economic life-form of such
freedoms. This was freedom without its old
corollary, social atomization and alienation; in
some ways, it was a lot like Soviet or Chinese
collectivism, minus the top-down force. In March
2000, Bill Clinton sarcastically wished ChinaÕs
leaders Ògood luckÓ in trying to censor the
internet.30 Oh, how we laughed!
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOne of the cheerleaders of the new
economy, WiredÕs Kevin Kelly, published a volume
that jumpstarted the Silicon ValleyÐaffiliated
Òhype surrounding emergent behavior,Ó in which
notions such as the Òhive mindÓ and Òswarm
intelligenceÓ were applied to networked human
(or human-machinic) behavior.31 For his book Out
of Control (1994), he took inspiration from
William Morton WheelerÕs Òbombshell of an
essayÓ from 1911, ÒThe Ant Colony as an
OrganismÓ in the Journal of Morphology, in which
he analyzed the ant colony as an organism in its
own right. As Kelly wrote:

emergent properties of aggregates does not
absolve one from trying to analyze the various
factors; the fact that the climate is a complex
system with emergent properties does not
absolve any human, political, or corporate actors
of responsibility. However, for all the debates
that are still raging between reductionists and
emergentists, Òthere is one sphere into which
[reductionism] seems unable to make any
inroads: that of society. Properties of society
cannot be derived from the atomistic aggregation
of its members.Ó35 Again, however, this does not
let anyone off the hook when it comes to the
question of how to live together, how to organize
society. In this respect, a certain discourse on
emergence has, however, done much to muddy
the waters. In Jussi ParikkaÕs words, ÒBeing
connected in networks or in swarms does not
imply an emergence of political formation with
common goals, and hence addressing swarms as
democratic tools in an overly straightforward way
should be avoided.Ó36
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe point is not to update Gustave Le BonÕs
conservative nineteenth-century account of the
Òunruly crowd,Ó seen as dangerous Ð as a
potential mob. Critiquing neoliberal mass events
is not to voice some Òfear of contagionÓ ˆ la Le
Bon, but to question the means, ends, and forms
of contemporary crowd curating.37 Jodi Dean has
noted that what gets called a crowd in Òcrowd
intelligenceÓ may be more properly called a data
pool.38 Here, we are not so much in the realm of
Le Bon as in that of Antoine Augustin Cournot,
the theorist of chance who introduced
probability into economic analysis. Cournot
argued that society keeps getting more
organized and therefore more predictable until it
operates Òlike a beehive, a virtually geometric
pattern.Ó39 An offline (yet networked) mass event
still generates plenty of dirty data for outreach
management and fundraising. Being part of a
human swarm at a networked event does not
necessarily mean that one is part of an emergent
force in WilliamsÕs sense. One may just be an
extra in the theater of dominance.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe rhetoric of digital emergentism
naturalizes emergence, and provides ways of
monetizing it. Shoshana Zuboff has discussed
the proliferation of Òprediction productsÓ: based
on data extraction, future (consumer) behaviors
can become transparent. By processing vast
quantities of data, algorithms can detect
patterns such as Òvegetarians miss fewer
flights.Ó40 It is no longer merely a matter of
extrapolating on the basis of past data, but of
real-time data mining and pattern recognition
allowing for instant feedback. Thus Òa handful of
now measurable personal characteristics,
including the Ôneed for love,Õ predict the
likelihood of Ôliking a brandÕÓ Ð or voting for a
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fascist.41 What pattern of purchases is
associated with drinking Diet Coke?42
Algorithmic culture is thus based on a
probabilistic logic. On the macro level, forms of
social emergence become probabilistic trend
forecasting. However, as Louise Amoore has
argued, when it comes to predicting exceptional,
Òlow probability, high consequence eventsÓ such
as terrorist attacks or pandemics, a statistical
and probabilistic approach meets its limitations;
blending data mining with the strategic exercises
of Òscenario planning,Ó an entire post-9/11
industry has emerged around the possibilistic
logic of unlikely but disastrous events.43
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÒAtlantic StormÓ was a 2005 simulation of a
bioterrorist attack that Òdemonstrated the
weakness of international public health and
security systems when dealing with a sudden
outbreak of highly infectious diseases.Ó44 Minus
the bioterrorism element, there has been no
shortage of warning voices concerning the
potential for highly contagious zoonotic
diseases; after the outbreak of Covid-19, media
outlets listed people who Òseemingly predicted
the coronavirus pandemic,Ó from Bill Gates to
Nostradamus.45 While the threat of terrorism can
be big business, the dominant economic and
political forces had little immediate to gain from

the specter of a pandemic. This, of course, did
not prevent the emergence of ÒPlandemicÓ and
ÒGreat ResetÓ conspiracy theories; such
conspiracism misinterprets the probabilist and
possibilist regime in terms derived from
reactionary nineteenth-century models about
powerful elite cabals, integrating real examples
of disaster capitalism into logic-proof paranoid
plots.46
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAlgorithmic-financial possibilism seeks to
capture the future within the ruling regime.
Predictive management seeks to make potential
history contiguous with the present. However,
some actors have recognized the growth
potential of emergent forms of fascism, and the
unique suitedness of social media for fostering
dark conspiracist parodies of the historicist Òwie
es eigentlich gewesenÓ: fake histories from
creationism and flat-eartherism to Òthe Civil War
was about statesÕ rightsÓ and ÒHitler was a
socialist,Ó and real-time alternate contemporary
histories such as anti-vaxxer and 5G conspiracy
narratives. Some of the technologies that have
been at the forefront of algorithmic population
management are now at the center of a battle
over minds: outcries on the far right about
censorship on Facebook and Twitter indicate that
more centrist forces are intent on wresting back

Photomontage announcement
for Milo RauÕs General
Assembly/Storming of the
Reichstag, 2017.
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the initiative from the Bannons and Trumps of
this world. There is, however, always a more
accommodating platform waiting in the wings.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFor Williams, emergence Òdepends crucially
on finding new forms or adaptations of form.Ó47
When ecolo-esoteric anti-vaxxers, self-identified
leftists and white nationalists become one
QAnon-infested unmasked crowd taking over the
streets of Berlin, such a Querfront (Òcross-frontÓ)
is a grim parody of WilliamsÕs insistence that
Ònew meanings and values, new practices, new
relationships and kinds of relationship are
continually being createdÓ Ð even if this is
perhaps best seen as a reemergence of fascism
with digital means. As with historical fascism,
any new forms and relationships created in the
progress are a violent reterritorialization of
emancipatory movements: a white pseudomultitude reasserting its sovereignty over
possibility and probability, and ultimately over
life and death. Wearing masks is an affront to the
sovereign white subject, which finds itself
humiliated by looking like a veiled woman or a
muzzled slave: hence it cannot be admitted that
wearing masks might make sense. Global
warming would lead to a curbing of consumption
and a shrinking of oneÕs options (at least when
reasoning within the current paradigm), hence it
cannot be admitted as fact. From this
perspective, migrants and the BLM movement
likewise threaten to impose limits on individual
sovereignty.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThis is the weaponized possibilism of
fascism, whose emergence and growth was all
too probable. Are there ways of intervening
actively in processes of emergence Ð in forming
them? What of truly new forms and relationships
Ð emancipatory and redistributive forms and
relationships? This returns us to the matter of
potentiality as power over possibility, and thus to
the question of sovereignty. As Wendy Brown has
noted, sovereignty is a slippery term in political
discourse, which can be identified both with the
rule of law and its suspension, and with popular
legislative power as well as with decisionist
executive action.48 Brown emphasizes the
fundamental tension between sovereignty
understood as popular legislative power, as it
was conceived by Rousseau and the French
Revolution, and sovereignty as decisionist or
prerogative state power, as per Carl Schmidt and
Agamben. Arguably, modern Òpopular
sovereigntyÓ never overcame the split between
the populus and the plebs, between the Volk and
the Others, and fascism uses this to wage war on
VolksschŠdlinge and volksfremde Elemente.49
Recent right-wing discourse tirelessly invokes
the sovereignty both of the white male subject
and that of the nation-state; both are seen as
being under attack. The nation-state is seen as

ultimately rooted in strong, self-reliant white
subjects who constitute an organic supersubject, a Volk, that is or should be the true
sovereign; however, this Volk is being
marginalized through Òpopulation exchangeÓ and
Òwhite genocide.Ó50
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThere are, however, also signs of a perverse
inclusiveness of neofascism (ÒBlacks for Trump,Ó
ÒGays Against Islam,Ó Proud Boys of color), which
allows for a more up-to-date image and makes
for a better simulacrum of the multitude. The
sovereignty of Òthe peopleÓ in turn legitimizes
sovereign decisions by the potentate. However,
even as neofascism claims to strengthen the
nation-state and its borders, the status of the
national territory is only becoming more
problematic.
Split Nations and Dual Power
At the core of Fredric JamesonÕs theory of
postmodernism was the notion of a Òspatial turnÓ
and the waning of historicity, of a modern
Òexperience of temporality.Ó Jameson stressed
that Ò[the] distinction is between two forms of
interrelationship between these two inseparable
categories themselves,Ó and that spatialization
refers to Òthe will to use and to subject time to
the service of space.Ó51 In this sense, one can
discern different regimes of spatialization in the
modern era and beyond. The modern nationstate presupposes (and sets about creating) a
territorial integrity connected to a more or less
homogeneous people. Modern European
statecraft is a process of forced homogenization:
one sovereign, one language, one territory
(through preferably with colonies). As the spatial
conduit of Objective Spirit, for Hegel the state is
an unavoidable and perhaps unsurpassable
outcome of the march of history (which would
become the basis for Koj•veÕs myth of the end of
History in the form of the Universal and
Homogeneous State).52
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn her prescient 2010 analysis of Òwalled
states,Ó Wendy Brown noted a partial breakdown
of the ÒWestphalian systemÓ of sovereign states
that each have their allotted territory. Twentyfirst-century states construct costly walls and
other barriers that are not so much Òiterations of
nation-state sovereigntyÓ as they are Òpart of an
ad-hoc global landscape of flows and barriers
both inside nation-states and in the surrounding
postnational constellations, flows and barriers
that divide richer from poorer parts of the
globe.Ó53 In a 2017 preface to a new edition of her
book, Brown reflects on Brexit, Trump (and his
border wall), and the European response to the
Òrefugee crisis,Ó which Òconverts whole nations
into European bordersÓ and has led to the
establishment of ÒcorridorsÓ for semi-managed
population flows.54 A key case in her book is the

just as complicated as the relation Aristotle
establishes between potentiality and act,
dynamis and energeia; and, in the last
analysis, the relation between constituting
and constituted power (perhaps like every
authentic understanding of the problem of
sovereignty) depends on how one thinks the
existence and autonomy of potentiality.58
In AgambenÕs account of the sovereign ban
structure, sovereign power is unleashed in the
state of exception when constituted power
suspends the law, suspends itself, chooses to
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Israeli border wall Ð which Eyal Weizman, in a
passage quoted by Brown, characterizes as a
Òdiscontinuous and fragmented series of selfenclosed barriers that can be better understood
as a prevalent ÔconditionÕ of segregation.Ó55
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWith Rafi Segal, Weizman addressed this
condition in the 2002 exhibition and publication
ÒA Civilian Occupation: The Politics of Israeli
Architecture,Ó which was later reformatted and
integrated into the exhibition ÒTerritoriesÓ at KW
in Berlin and other venues (cocurated by
Weizman, Segal, Anselm Franke, and Stefano
Boeri). Extrapolating from the Israeli/Palestinian
condition, ÒTerritoriesÓ brought together
Weizman and SegalÕs work with a number of art
projects to address the Òmassive fragmentation
of the landscape and the production of hermetic
spaces and territorial and legal islands,Ó ranging
from Israeli settlements Ð often folded into the
border wall Ð to various other kinds of gated
communities, camps, and army bases. While Zvi
Efrat and Eran SchaerfÕs installation Model State
showed projections of 1950s models for the
Òtabula rasaÓ designs of Israeli urbanism and
infrastructure in a precarious setting of raised
floors and walkways made from pallets, Sean
Snyder was represented with his deadpan
inventory of the amenities on American military
bases, A Temporary Occupation. The catalogue
also contained his Shanghai Links, which
connects colonial-era international concessions
in Shanghai to a contemporary gated community
with a golf course.56
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊInevitably, in a post-9/11 context, the
catalogue analyzed the camp through an
Agambenian lens, in terms of the state of
exception and its generalization. Antonio Negri
has attempted to separate constituent power as
the perpetual potential of human creative force
from actualized constituted power; when it
becomes formalized and detached from its
popular (multitudinous) base, the latter becomes
sovereign power.57 Contra Negri, Agamben
conceives of sovereign power as Ò[dividing] itself
into constituting and constituted power,Ó and
insists that the relation between these two is

not-be.59
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIf Agamben insists on the generalization of
the state of exception, beyond the confines of
the camp, then the new walls theorized by Brown
Òwould seem to signify a problem usually
identified with sovereigntyÕs external face Ð
enmity, rather than order Ð and run it through the
whole of society, producing pockets and islands
of walled-in ÔfriendsÕ amid walled-out Ôenemies.ÕÓ
However, this is anything but a sign of the stateÕs
health: Brown diagnoses a Òdetachment of
sovereignty from the nation-state,Ó and argues
that beleaguered states are increasingly nonsovereign actors Ð which raises the question,
beyond Agambenian abstractions about the law
suspending itself in the sovereign ban, of just
where political sovereignty is actually located.60
Of course, one answer is that capital is an
Òemerging global sovereign.Ó61 If for modern
political theory, culminating in Schmitt,
sovereignty is identified with the nation-state
and is conceptualized as indivisible, perhaps it is
time to reconceptualize sovereignty as
constantly contested, renegotiated, parceled up,
being performed variously by different actors, by
various claimants Ð sometimes successfully and
sometimes less so.62 The notion of a single
sovereign may itself be a theoretical echo of the
modern nation-state that needs to be rethought.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊPockets are proliferating, from camps and
corridors to freeports. Of course, from the Paris
Commune to later communes and autonomous
zones, radical movements have long carved out
spaces of alterity from the terrain of the nationstate. So have fascists Ð see, for one example,
the German Ònational befreite Zonen.Ó
Meanwhile, one splinter group of the German
neo-Nazi scene, the ReichsbŸrger (Citizens of
the Reich), maintain that the postwar Federal
German Republic is illegitimate, and does not
exist as a sovereign state; it is only the old Reich
that still has a valid juridical existence. Held with
gnostic fervor, this belief system legitimizes
resistance and violence. The subject of Henrike
NaumannÕs installations Das Reich (2017) and
Anschluss Õ90 (2018), in which videos shown in
assemblies of chintzy furniture evoke an
alternate reality where the movement took over
the German state in 1990, the ReichsbŸrgerÕs
fixation on state sovereignty as a conduit for
white supremacy make them appear like
supercharged Trumpists or Brexiteers. Like them,
their reactionary ideology is also enabled by
social-media filter bubbles; as with many
conspiracy theories, its rise coincides with that
of Facebook.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOn August 29, 2020, a mob of QAnon-addled
Covid denialists, many of them waving the old
red-white-black Reichsflaggen beloved by the
ReichsbŸrger, tried to storm the Reichstag in
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Berlin; the storming of the Capitol in Washington
on January 6, 2021, was a more consequential
remake of this event.63 What happens here is the
fascist appropriation of a certain left-wing
imaginary. The ÒStorming of the Winter PalaceÓ
during the October Revolution was turned into a
proper historical event through its mythifying
reenactment in Nikolai EvreinovÕs mass
spectacle (1920) and EisensteinÕs October (1927).
On the centenary of the ÒstormingÓ on November
7, 2017, Milo Rau staged a Storming of the
Reichstag event whose poster used a photo from
the 1920 reenactment, and which took the form
of a joyous mass sprint right up to the fence in
front of the entrance. In conjunction with RauÕs
General Assembly project, this sprinting towards
the Reichstag aimed at restoring visibility and
agency to those excluded from parliamentary
representation (from refugees and migrants to
bees and cyborgs, in order to ensure LatouroHarawayan theoretical street cred).64 By
contrast, the 2020Ð21 events at the Reichstag
and the Capitol were the work of white mobs
wanting to Òtake back our country,Ó which means
reversing civil rights gains and intensifying
exclusion and disenfranchisement. Of course,
this does not prevent Agamben from becoming a
farcical Carl Schmitt reenactor by associating
himself with a nominally left-wing German
Querfront weekly that praises the Capitol crowd
as brave patriots trying to the back the country
from the deep state (apparently, they did not get
the Òit was antifaÓ memo).65
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhile the crowd storming the Capitol was
(just) prevented from becoming an actual lynch
mob, its theatrical aspect Ð with a lot of selfietaking and posing, and with one protester
sporting a striking part-Viking, part-yak look Ð
made it a perfect event for social media, even if
the platforms are now belatedly trying to put the
genie back in the bottle. The crumbling nationstate is inhabited by networked communities
that no longer share a remotely consensual
reality. In Wendy Hui Kyong ChunÕs analysis,
social media generate not the Òimagined
communitiesÓ of print nationalism, but
Òimagined networksÓ that do not amount to Òa
collective entity traveling together through time,
but instead a series of individuals that
(cor)respond in their own time to singular, yet
connected, events.Ó66 The Capitol storming is
such an event, and it shows that the space and
time of the nation are themselves becoming
increasingly divided and fractured.67 Cases such
as the ReichsbŸrger and QAnon show imagined
networks giving rise to communities that
reimagine the history of the nation, becoming
parallel societies; in the process, the space of
networks seeps into physical space,
exacerbating the differences between city and

countryside, between liberal enclaves and
conservative heartlands, between red and blue
states. One early Talking Heads track absent
from ByrneÕs American Utopia might have
occasioned some liberal self-reflection. ÒThe Big
CountryÓ sees the narrator literally and
figuratively looking down on flyover country from
his airplane window seat: ÒItÕs not even worth
talking / about those people down there.Ó
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊCertain scenarios disconnect national
sovereignty from territorial integrity altogether.
Referencing a 2002 interview with Weizman,
Brown speculates about a resolution to the
Israel-Palestine conflict through two Òspatially
overlapping sovereignties.Ó68 In his novel The City
& The City, China MiŽville Ð whose doctoral
thesis is on the Marxist theory of international
law Ð creates a detective plot that takes place in
two cities, Besźel and UI Qoma, which occupy
the same physical or ÒgrosstopicalÓ territory;
children are trained from a young age to ÒunseeÓ
anything and anyone belonging to the other
city.69 When reading the novel in 2020, it was
hard not to think about Besźel and Ul Qoma as
different Facebook networks or Telegram groups,
ultimately resulting in different affective nations
inhabiting the same terrain Ð which is literalized
in American fears of a new Civil War. As there is
only one state per territory, in contrast to
MiŽvilleÕs fabula, the different ÒnationsÓ struggle
for control of the state apparatus. Many who
would have preferred a Sanders/AOC ticket were
forced to vote for Biden; progressives appear to
have little choice but to back the status quo and
its institutions, while the conservatives-turnedneofascists aim to infiltrate or take over and
undermine these very institutions.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThis situation complicates progressive
notions of dual power. In Murray BookchinÕs
definition, dual power is Òa strategy for creating
precisely those libertarian institutions of directly
democratic assemblies that would oppose and
replace the State. It intends to create a situation
in which the two powers Ð the municipal
confederations and the nation-state Ð cannot
coexist, and one must sooner or later displace
the other.Ó70 Here, then, the state is the power to
be opposed and ultimately replaced; however,
the second step has proven a rather big hurdle Ð
and at the moment, under the right-wing
onslaught, it is often a matter of defending the
stateÕs institutions even while building up
popular, assemblist power.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊDual power is often discussed with
reference to Rojava or Chiapas, the Zone ˆ
DŽfendre near Nantes in France, and various
temporary autonomous zones that emerge from
urban confrontations. Emancipatory Òliberated
zonesÓ carved out of the territory of the globalist
empire are attempts to build up bases within the
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heartlands of empire. In the wake of May Õ68,
movements such as the Dutch Kabouters and the
German Spontis attempted to create
counterpower from below by creating forms of
self-organization and self-government. Their
spectacular and mediatized exploits Ð the
KaboutersÕ declaration of Amsterdam as an
ÒOrange Free State,Ó as in Òfree from the House
of Orange,Ó or the SpontisÕ squatting and urban
warfare in Frankfurt Ð proved predictably shortlived under the conditions of actually existing
capitalism, but for decades autonomists have
been creating pockets and zones of opacity. Such
desertions, however, should not be fetishized
and identified with counterpower as such. They
have their necessary counterpoint in activist
uses of the infrastructure of the state and of the
legal forms that structure relations in the
decomposing states of capitalism.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊEven while Agamben is busy discrediting
himself, there may be residual use-value in (a
critical reading of) his writings on destituent
power and inoperativity Ð specifically, in his
insistence on opening existing forms of work and
activity to Òa new possible use.Ó71 In other words,
it is not so much about a creatio ex nihilo as it is
about adaptation, modification, through habits.
An example is a feast, where eating is not
primarily about feeding oneself, and where
dance liberates the body from Òutilitarian
movements,Ó instead unfolding Ògestures in their
pure inoperativity.Ó72 Building on but going
beyond the concept of Òdestituent powerÓ as
developed by the Argentinian autonomist left,
where it referred to inchoate and disruptive
popular power preceding the constituent
moment,73 Agamben refuses to posit a linear
sequence of
destitutingÐconstitutingÐconstituted power. He
advocates a habitual use of the power to not-be
or not-do, against the sovereign ban and its
instrumentalism: a new Òontology of potentialityÓ
needs to replace Òthe ontology founded on the
primacy of actuality,Ó and this means exploring
forms of destituent power that resist being
captured and constituted. This points beyond
AgambenÕs own rather abstract calls for a
Òrenunciation of the lawÓ as Òa form and a way of
life,Ó and to an immanent desertion that uses the
rights-form against the state of exception.74
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThese may be the masterÕs tools (the tools
of sovereignty), but rather than thinking of
renunciation as a single dramatic gesture, it
should be reconceptualized in terms of long and
patient work with the legal form Ð including the
forms of cultural and political institutions, such
as parties and parliament. Forms have
affordances and limitations. A decentralized
network to which David Graeber belonged found
out that it was legally impossible for them to

collectively own a car.75 However, depending on
national legal frameworks, forms such as
cooperatives may provide means for an
immanent opting-out. Fernando Garcia-DoryÕs
INLAND cooperative would be one example that
is of particular interest for the connections Ð the
smooth space Ð it establishes between the
metropolis and the agricultural Hinterland.
Meanwhile, official trials are offset by activist
tribunals that use legal protocols against the
state, and groups of refugees and ÒillegalsÓ who
are only physically (grosstopically) in the same
space as Western cultural workers, but not
legally, use cultural spaces to break through into
visibility.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe renunciation of the law thus leads to
deeper immersion that may be a higher form of
desertion. In practical terms, this ranges from
work with refugees to challenging the
organizational structure and modus operandi of
museums, from creating cooperatives to joining
unions to creating parties, and indeed to carving
out spaces between and against known legal
forms. At stake is indeed Òthe care of the
possible.Ó Emergence may take on unspectacular
forms, barely perceptible Ð a slight shift, an
undercommoning of institutional structures, an
unforeseen use, a covert abuse of dominant
forms.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×
The final section of this text is related to an editorial project
for BAKÕs online platform Prospections, to be released later
this year.
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